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INT, AN UNKNOWN LOCATION

Two figures dressed in dark, creepy cloaks stand hovered over
something, their backs to the audience. They are clearly trying
to make their voices sound as deep as possible as they take
turns reciting what sounds like some kind of ritual.

DARK CHAD
And on this full moon's peak, we shall
reap the rewards of the knife. We have
brought forth the sacrificial child and
all is prepared. 

They turn in a circle and bow to one another.

DARK MEGAN

Let my will be done, oh dark lord, and
may all your followers be united in sin
and revelry to celebrate the coming of
the new era.

DARK CHAD
The dark dawn cometh! Soon we will dance
in the light of the moon, limbs akimbo
as we intertwine flesh with spirit and
spirit with  the dark magic of our lord.

Dark Megan sings a weird, creepy little ritual tune, and just
when you think it's over, she starts a new, weirder verse.  As
she finishes, she speaks.

DARK MEGAN
Unsheathe thy knife and let it be done,
your darkness.  The child awaits.

DARK CHAD

I spill the blood of the innocent and of
my own veins on this night. And when the
blood ritual is com--

Chad is interrupted by a loud obnoxious voice.

VOICE (KAREN)
Megan!!

The dark figures (Chad and Megan) shuffle uncomfortably in
silence, waiting a second to continue  .
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DARK CHAD
And when the blood ritual is com-

VOICE (KAREN)
Megan!!!

The dark figures become more agitated, but wait for the voice to
think they're asleep or something. A long pause.

After a moment and a quick glance at Dark Megan for approval,
Chad continues.

DARK CHAD
And when at last, the blood rit-

VOICE (KAREN)
Megan!! Goddamnit! Where is my dead sea
salt?!! And my fucking snail cream? 

This time, the dark figures are getting antsy. Megan especially.
There is a pregnant pause. Chad sighs.

DARK CHAD
(rushing to get through it)And
when at last the blood ritual is
compl-

VOICE (KAREN)
For the love of sweet baby Jesus-- do I
have to come up there? 

Footsteps are heard as Chad and Megan throw off their cloaks and
try to compose themselves.

Enter Karen.

KAREN
What the hell are you kids doing up
here?

CHAD AND MEGAN
Nothing . . .

Chad and Megan turn to reveal that they've been playing an
intense game of barbies. One of the barbies has been made to
look like Satan.

KAREN
(re: the Satan barbie)

I just got you that one! Did you use my
good nail polish to do this? Christ
almighty. Blood Pact? You used that one?
I can tell, it looks just like blood,
look: (she holds up a hand with painted
nails). You little shit. How many
fucking times have I told you not to go
rootin' and tootin' around in my stuff?
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And who's your little friend? What a
little heart breaker. I swear, someday
they're gonna put me in jail. You kids
look so mature these days! 

Megan grimaces, sighs, embarrassed.

(beat)  Alright, alright. Sugga Bugga-
where's my dead sea salt? And the snail
cream?

Megan, fuming, hands Karen the items in a little black bag.

CHAD
Sorry, Mrs. Ditolli, we were using it
for the ritual.

KAREN
Ritual, eh? You kids playin' magic? You
wanna make mommy's crow feet disappear?
Call me when you can do that. In the
meantime, keep your paws off my $300
snail cream. I'll get you some newts or
something, that's witchy, right?

DARK MEGAN
Mom!!! God!

KAREN
Well don't go calling God, Megan, he'd
be wicked pissed if he saw this thing.
(pointing to Satan barbie). I mean
personally,I'm agnostic, but  I think
most of that stuff is a load of trash.
And if Satan does exist, he seems like
he really knows how to party.  I used to
run around with this one fella, they
called him Spider- he was a Satanist.
Real smart guy. Handsome. Great kisser.
Treated me like a princess. Then one day
he up and disappeared,poof. never heard
from again. I wonder what ever happened
to him?  There was this one night-- we
went to this gathering in the woods--
and I was drunk as a darn skunk, so I
don't know for certain, but I'm pretty
sure I saw someone transform into a
crow.

MEGAN
Mom! We're really busy.

KAREN

 Awwlright, you're embarrassed, I
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interrupted your little magic game. I'll
scoot--- just answer me next time,
Shuggie Boogie, and I won't have to come
up here. You kids want some Kool-Aid?  I
can make it look like blood. . . ooh! or
maybe Jell-O?  It'd look like entrails
or somethin'.

MEGAN
No! Just go, Mom, please.

KAREN
Fine, Fine. Have fun, you rascals. Just
- don't conjure your grandma. Your
father's mother was a vengeful cunt,
rest her soul. Her ghost would burn the
damned house down.

Karen exits, singing a little song to herself.

Megan turns to Chad, mortified.

MEGAN
Ugh. She ruins everything. We needed
that salt for protection.

CHAD
You're mom's kind of hot, though.

Megan lifts a knife, a jokey-warning.

CHAD
Sorry. Anyway, I'm over this. Let's just
play legos.

BLACKOUT
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